Strong plasmonic confinement and optical force in phosphorene pairs
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Abstract: The plasmonic responses in the spatially separated phosphorene (single-layer black phosphorus) pairs are investigated, mainly containing the field enhancement, light confinement, and optical force. It is found that the strong anisotropic dispersion of black phosphorus gives rise to the direction-dependent symmetric and anti-symmetric plasmonic modes. Our results demonstrate that the symmetrical modes possess stronger field enhancement, higher light confinement, and larger optical force than the anti-symmetric modes in the nanoscale structures. Especially, the light confinement ratio and optical force for the symmetric mode along the armchair direction of black phosphorus can reach as high as >90% and >3000 pN/mW, respectively. These results may open a new door for the light manipulation at nanoscale and the design of black phosphorus based photonic devices.
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1. Introduction

Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) are electromagnetic waves travelling along dielectric-conductor interface and coupled to the free electron oscillations in the conductor [1, 2]. SPPs are considered as an excellent platform for realizing integrated photonic devices and manipulating light at nanoscale owing to their fantastic capacities of overcoming classical diffraction limit and confining light at deep subwavelength scale in visible and near-infrared ranges [2]. The unique behaviors of SPPs in metallic structures are also able to facilitate the development of highly integrated optical circuits [3]. So far, various significant optical phenomena have been found in the plasmonic systems, such as extraordinary optical transmission [4], electromagnetically induced transparency-like effect [5], Fano resonances [6], angular momentum multiplexing [7], and optical force [8]. Meanwhile, a large number of plasmonic components based on metallic structures have been proposed, including nanoscale lasers [3], filters [9], stereoscopic prints [10], logical gates [11], etc. The development of...
novel optical materials plays a crucial role in promoting the revolution of optical technologies. Graphene, a two-dimensional (2D) single layer of carbon atoms, has exhibited outstanding features in electronics and optics after its successful exfoliation [12]. As a relatively new material, graphene injects enormous vitality for the realization of novel optical functions and excellent 2D photonic devices, such as electro-optical modulation [13], light absorption [14], optical polarization [15], mode-locking [16], slow light [17], photodetection [18], and so on. Recently, it was found that graphene could support the generation and propagation of SPPs in infrared and terahertz ranges [19–27]. Moreover, SPPs in 2D monolayer structures are regarded as an attractive tool for controlling light and enhancing light-matter interaction at nanoscale [27]. In particular, Plasmonics in the 2D material processes the strong field confinement and relatively low propagation loss, making the 2D material a promising one-atom-thick platform for light manipulation [17, 24]. Black phosphorus (BP), as a newly emerging 2D material, has attracted broad attention since it has the intrinsic band gap unlike graphene, providing great potential for optoelectronics [28–34].

In the single-layer BP (termed ‘phosphorene’), phosphorous atoms covalently bonded with three others form a hexagonal lattice with a puckered honeycomb structure [29]. This special atomic structure gives rise to the highly anisotropic electron dispersion and direction-dependent conduction [30, 31]. The optoelectronic properties of BP were intensely investigated for applications in photodetection [28], field effect transistors [29], and light-matter interaction [32]. Lu et al. firstly reported atomically thin optical lenses and grating structure fabricated by the BP layers [33]. Quite recently, Low et al. theoretically proposed to excite SPPs in BP layer [34]. The localized surface plasmon resonance was numerically investigated in BP ribbon and patch arrays by Aydin et al. [31].

Exploring novel optical responses in BP nanostructures is of extreme importance to open the BP’s broad applications in photonics and optoelectronics. In this paper, for the first time to our knowledge, we investigate the characteristics of plasmonic modes in the phosphorene pairs, containing the field enhancement, light confinement, and optical force. The anisotropic dispersion of BP contributes to the direction-dependent symmetric and anti-symmetric plasmonic modes. Our results reveal that the symmetrical modes exhibit stronger field enhancement, higher light confinement, and larger optical force than the anti-symmetric modes in the phosphorene pairs with nanoscale gap distances. The symmetric plasmonic mode along the armchair direction of phosphorene exhibits the light confinement ratio of >90% and optical force of >3000pN/mW. These results would be helpful for the realization of BP-based nanoscale light manipulation and devices.

2. Structure and theoretical analysis
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the BP structure consisting of double phosphorene sheets with a gap distance g. d stands for the thickness of BP layers. Light propagates along the z-axis direction. (b) Atomic structure of phosphorene with armchair and zigzag crystal directions.

As shown in Fig. 1, the BP structure is composed of double phosphorene layers (i.e., phosphorene pair) parallel to each other. The gap distance between the BP layers is g, the thickness of BP layers is d, and the operating wavelength is λ. The optical features of
phosphorene sheet can be described using the semi-classical Drude model [31, 34]. The direction-dependent conductivities of phosphorene can be expressed as

\[ \delta_{jj} = iD_j / [\pi(\omega + i\varsigma / \hbar)], \]  

(1)

where \( D_j = \pi e^2 n / m_j \) is the Drude weight, \( j \) represents the \( x, y, \) and \( z \)-axis directions, \( \omega \) is the angular frequency of light in vacuum, and \( \varsigma \) is the electron relaxation rate of BP. \( n \) is the electron doping. The electron masses in the \( x \)-axis (armchair) and \( z \)-axis (zigzag) directions of BP layers can be described as

\[ m_{cx} = \hbar^2 / [2\gamma^2 / \Delta + \varsigma_c], \quad m_{cz} = \hbar^2 / [2\upsilon^2 / \Delta + \varsigma_c], \]  

(2)

where \( \varsigma_c \) and \( \upsilon_c \) are related to the effective masses, \( \gamma \) describes the effective coupling of band edges, and \( \Delta \) is the energy band gap. Through fitting the anisotropic mass, the above parameters for the BP layer can be set as \( \gamma = 4a / \pi e \) Vm, \( \Delta = 2eV, \varsigma_c = h^2 / 0.4m_0, \upsilon_c = h^2 / 1.4m_0, n = 10^{13}\text{ cm}^{-2}, \) and \( \varsigma = 10 \) meV, respectively [31]. \( a \approx 0.223 \) nm stands for the scale length of BP and thus \( \pi / a \) is the width of Brillouin Zone. The optical parameter of phosphorene can be described employing the equivalent relative permittivity, which depends on the conductivity and can be expressed as

\[ \varepsilon_{jj} = \varepsilon_r + \frac{i\delta_{jj}}{\varepsilon_r \omega d^2}, \]  

(3)

where \( \varepsilon_r \) equals to 5.76 for the BP layer. We can see from above equations that the relative permittivity of the BP depends on the direction (\( x \) or \( z \) axis) of light propagation, anticipating the anisotropic optical properties. In our calculations, the BP thickness is reasonably set as \( d = 1 \) nm [31]. As depicted in Fig. 2(a) and 2(b), the relative permittivities of phosphorene are different in the \( x \)- and \( z \)-axis directions, which results from the direction-dependent effective mass. The real part of the relative permittivities is less than naught in the infrared region (e.g., \( \lambda = 30 \) \( \mu \)m), which is similar to the property of graphene [24]. Thus, the phosphorene sheets can support and propagate transverse magnetic (TM) plasmonic waves. The dispersion characteristics of plasmonic waves in the BP structures can be achieved from the Maxwell’s equations and boundary conditions. Assuming the fields of the light propagation in the phosphorene pairs possess the form of \( \exp(i\beta z - i\omega t) \), the electric field in the \( y \)-axis direction for TM waves can be described as

\[ E_y = E_0 \begin{cases} \cos(-k_y d / 2 + \theta)\Psi(y) & 0 < y < g / 2 \\ 1 / \varepsilon_y \cos[k_y(y \mid \frac{g}{2} - \frac{d}{2}) + \theta] & g / 2 < y < g / 2 + d \\ \cos(k_y d / 2 + \theta)\exp[-\chi(y \mid \frac{g}{2} - d)] & \mid y \mid > g / 2 + d \end{cases} \]  

(4)

where \( \Psi(y) \) is equal to \( \cosh(y\gamma) / \cosh(yg / 2) \) for symmetric mode and to \( \sinh(y\gamma) / \sinh(yg / 2) \) for anti-symmetric mode, \( \theta \) is the phase shift of the field in the middle of the BP waveguide owing to the coupling behavior, and \( \beta \) is the propagation constant of the modes. \( k_y \) is the wavevector of light in the BP structure along \( y \)-axis direction, and \( \chi \) is the field decay rate in the space, which are determined by

\[ \frac{\beta_y^2}{\varepsilon_y} + \frac{k_y^2}{\varepsilon_z} = k_0^2, \quad \beta^2 - \chi^2 = k_0^2, \]  

(5)
where $k_0$ is the wavevector of incident light in vacuum. Derived from the Maxwell’s
equations, the electric field $E_z$ can be described as $E_z = iε_0β_ε \partial E_z/\partial y$. Thus, the detailed form
of $E_z$ in the phosphorene pairs can be expressed as

$$E_z = \begin{cases} 
\frac{iχ}{β} \cos\left(-\frac{k_yd}{2} + θ\right)Ψ'(y) & 0 < y < \frac{g}{2} \\
\frac{ik_y}{βE_z} |y| \sin[k_y(|y| - \frac{g}{2} - \frac{d}{2}) + θ] & \frac{g}{2} < y < \frac{g}{2} + d, \\
\frac{iχ}{β} |y| \cos\left(\frac{k_yd}{2} + θ\right)\exp[-χ(|y| - \frac{g}{2} - d)] & |y| > \frac{g}{2} + d 
\end{cases}$$

where $Ψ'(y)$ is expressed as sinh($χy$)/cosh($χg/2$) for symmetric mode and cosh($χy$)/sinh($χg/2$)
for anti-symmetric mode. Owing to the continuity conditions of tangential component $E_z$ at
the interfaces (i.e., $y = ± g/2$ and $y = ± (g/2 + d)$), the characteristic equations of fundamental
plasmonic modes in the phosphorene pairs can be governed by

$$\tan\left(-\frac{k_yd}{2} + θ\right) = -\frac{χE_z}{k_y} Θ,$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

$$\tan\left(\frac{k_yd}{2} + θ\right) = \frac{χE_z}{k_y},$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $Θ = \tanh(χg/2)$ for symmetric mode, and $Θ = \coth(χg/2)$ for anti-symmetric mode.
Thus, the dispersion and field distributions of plasmonic modes can be theoretically obtained
by solving above equations. We can see from Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) that the effective refractive
indices ($n_{eff}$) of symmetric plasmonic modes are larger than those of anti-symmetric modes for
both the armchair and zigzag directions. When $g$ is fixed, the plasmonic waves along the
armchair direction possess larger effective refractive indices than the zigzag direction for both
the symmetric and anti-symmetric modes. The theoretical results agree well with the finite
element method (FEM) simulations. It is worth noting that $n_{eff}$ decreases with increasing $g$ for
symmetric modes, while increases for anti-symmetric modes. The convergence appears for
the two modes when $g$ is large enough (e.g., $g > 180$ nm for zigzag direction).
Fig. 2. (a) Real and (b) imaginary parts of the relative permittivities of phosphorene in the x-axis (armchair) and z-axis (zigzag) directions in the infrared regions. (c)-(d) Effective refractive indices \( (n_{\text{eff}}) \) of fundamental symmetric and anti-symmetric plasmonic modes with different gap distances \( g \) at \( \lambda = 30 \, \mu \text{m} \) when the plasmonic waves propagate along the armchair and zigzag directions.

3. Results and discussion

The electric field enhancement is a crucial factor for the plasmonic waveguides, which can be defined as the ratio of electric field \( |E_y| \) at the BP boundaries (i.e., \( \eta = |E_y|/|2/E_y|/|2/g| + d) \)). According to Eq. (4), the field enhancement factor can be expressed as

\[
\eta = \frac{\sqrt{\chi^2 e_y^2 + k_y^2}}{\sqrt{\chi^2 e_z^2 \Theta^2 + k_y^2}},
\]

where \( \Theta = \tanh(\chi g/2) \) for symmetric mode, and \( \Theta = \coth(\chi g/2) \) for anti-symmetric mode. We plot the field enhancement factors and electric field distributions of the plasmonic modes in the armchair and zigzag directions, as shown in Fig. 3. The results illustrate that the optical field in the phosphorene pairs can be obviously enhanced for the symmetric modes. It is worth noting that the field enhancement is stronger when the BP layers get closer to each other. However, the anti-symmetric plasmonic modes will not able to generate the field enhancement, and decrease with \( g \). The theoretical calculations are in excellent agreement with the FEM simulations. These properties can be easily explained by analyzing the term \( \Theta^2 \) in Eq. (9). For the symmetric modes, \( \Theta^2 = \tanh(\chi g/2) \) is less than 1 and monotonously increases with \( g \) when \( g > 0 \). Thus, \( \eta \) will be larger than 1 and increases with the decrease of \( g \). The reverse is the case for the anti-symmetric modes. In addition, the field enhancement factor of symmetric plasmonic modes along the armchair direction in the phosphorene pairs can approach larger than 7 when \( g < 9 \, \text{nm} \). The amplitudes of \( E_y \) between the BP layers are larger than that outside the BP layers for the symmetric modes, while the reverse is the case for the anti-symmetric modes, as can be seen in the insets of Fig. 3.
Fig. 3. Field enhancement factors ($\eta$) of (a) symmetric and (b) anti-symmetric modes in the phosphorene pairs with different $g$ at $\lambda = 30 \mu m$ when the plasmonic mode propagates along the armchair direction. Field enhancement factors of (c) symmetric and (d) anti-symmetric plasmonic modes propagating along the zigzag direction. The insets show the field distributions of $E_y$ in the phosphorene pairs with $g = 50 \text{ nm}$.

Subsequently, we investigate the light confinement ratio in the phosphorene pairs, which is defined as the ratio of the integrated Poynting vector $P_z$ in the regions between and outside the BP layers,

$$\xi = \frac{\int_{-\infty}^{g/2} P_z \, ds}{\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} P_z \, ds}. \quad (10)$$

We can obtain the distributions of $P_z$ in the BP structures using the FEM simulations. The light confinement ratio $\xi$ can be calculated by integrating $P_z$ perpendicular to the BP layers. Figure 4 shows the light confinement ratio of the plasmonic modes in the phosphorene pairs. It is found that the light field is strongly confined in the BP layers for the symmetric modes. The light confinement ratio can approach more than 90% in the phosphorene pairs with $g < 9 \text{ nm}$, which is remarkable compared to the result in hyperbolic metamaterials [35]. The light confinement ratios still possess the ultra-high level of >70% and >50% for the symmetric modes propagating in the armchair and zigzag directions when $g = 200 \text{ nm}$, respectively. As shown in the inset of Fig. 4(a), the major light power of symmetrical modes can be concentrated in the region between the BP layers. However, the light confinement ratio of anti-symmetric mode is less than 10% in the BP structure for the plasmonic propagation along the armchair direction. Thus, the light power mainly distributes outside the phosphorene pairs, as depicted in the inset of Fig. 4(b). As shown in Fig. 4(c), the confinement of symmetric plasmonic mode in the zigzag direction is weaker than that of armchair direction. But, the confinement of anti-symmetric plasmonic mode is stronger for the propagation in the zigzag direction, as can be seen in Fig. 4(d).
Fig. 4. Light confinement ratios of (a) symmetric and (b) anti-symmetric modes in the phosphorene pairs with different \( g \) at \( \lambda = 30 \mu m \) when the plasmonic waves propagate in the armchair direction of BP layers. Light confinement ratios of (c) symmetric and (d) anti-symmetric plasmonic modes propagating in the zigzag direction. The insets show the profiles of \( P_z \) perpendicular to the BP layers with \( g = 50 \) nm.

The strong confinement of light in the waveguides contributes to the generation of giant optical force [36]. According to the energy conservation law in the waveguides with a gap distance \( g \), the optical gradient force (OGF) can be given by

\[
f_n(g) = \left. \frac{1}{c} \frac{\partial n_{eff}}{\partial g} \right|_\lambda
\]

where \( f_n \) is the optical force per unit length normalized to the local power with a unit of N/m/W. \( c \) is the light speed in vacuum. For lossy waveguides, the light propagates with exponentially decaying power: \( P(L) = P(0)\exp(-\alpha L) \) [37]. The propagation loss will influence the optical force generated on the waveguides, which can be defined as \( L_m = \frac{\alpha}{\lambda} = \frac{\lambda}{4\pi \text{Im}(n_{eff})} \). Thus, the total optical force per unit light power impinging in the phosphorene pair with a length \( L \) can be obtained by \( F_n = f_n L_m [1 - \exp(-L/L_m)] \). Here, \( L = 500 \) nm and \( \lambda = 30 \) \( \mu m \) are assumed to theoretically calculate the optical force. The results in Fig. 5 show that the optical force is strongest for the symmetric plasmonic mode in the armchair direction, which could reach over 3000 pN/mW when \( g < 9 \) nm. The optical force is still larger than 320 pN/mW for the plasmonic modes in the armchair direction when \( g = 50 \) nm. This value is excellent when compared to the metal-based plasmonic waveguides [38]. It is worth noting that the symmetric modes possess much stronger optical force than the anti-symmetric modes in the phosphorene pairs with \( g < 90 \) nm, which can be attributed to the higher optical field intensity between the BP layers for the symmetric modes [36]. As the gap of BP layers decreases, the optical force significantly increases for the symmetric modes. To verify the theoretical results, we calculate the optical force employing the Maxwell’s stress tensor (MST) method. The optical force can be obtained using the integration of the MST around the arbitrary surface enclosing the waveguides [38]. The stress tensor is defined as \( T_{jk} = \mu\varepsilon H_j E_k - \delta_{jk}H^2/2 \). Similar to \( j, k \) also denotes the \( x-, y-, \) and \( z-\)axis directions. The electric and magnetic field distributions are obtained by the FEM simulations. The optical force in the \( y-\)axis direction can be described as
\[ F_{n} = \oint_{s} \langle T \rangle \cdot e_{y} \, ds \]  

(12)

where \( s \) is the arbitrary surface enclosing one phosphorene sheet, and \( e_{y} \) is the unit vector in the \( y \)-axis direction. The incident power \( P(0) = 1 \) W is set to simulate the field distributions of plasmonic modes in the phosphorene pairs. As shown in Fig. 5, the results obtained by the MST method are in good agreement with the theoretical calculations. In the calculations, the BP layers are considered as the uniform planes [31]. If there exists a ununiformity (e.g., 1 nm) between the BP layers, the relative deviations of field enhancement, light confinement, and optical force we calculated for the symmetric plasmonic modes in armchair direction are less than 6%, 1%, and 10% when \( g > 10 \) nm, respectively.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we have theoretically and numerically investigated the responses of field enhancement, light confinement, and optical force of plasmonic modes in phosphorene pairs. We have found that the plasmonic modes are particularly dependent on the propagation direction due to the anisotropic dispersion of BP. The results illustrate that the symmetric plasmonic modes exhibit the stronger field enhancement, higher light confinement, and larger optical force than the anti-symmetric modes in the phosphorene pairs with nanoscale gap distances. The field enhancement and optical force for the symmetric modes can be enlarged by decreasing the gap distance. The light confinement ratio can exceed 90% for the symmetric plasmonic mode along the armchair direction of BP layers. The optical force can approach over 3000 pN/mW in the phosphorene pair with a length of only 500 nm, which is excellent compared to the metal-based plasmonic systems. The theoretical calculations are consistent with the FEM simulations. These results could pave a pathway toward the BP-based light manipulation and optical functional devices.
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